CHAPTER V
CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

Based on the data analysis in the previous chapter. It can be concluded that, There are 72 verses of poetry translated by narudin in “Mantra Book by Putu Sahadewa”. Based on Molina and Albir’s theory the conclusion can be stated as follows:

There are 8 translation techniques used by the translator of Mantra Book. There are 1 data that were translated using Borrowing and Particularization techniques, 2 data translated using Adaptation technique, 3 data translated using Transposition and Establish Equivalence techniques, 6 data translated using Amplification technique, 53 data translated using Literal technique.

With this journal the researchers hope that people who read this will get more knowledge about translation techniques.

B. Suggestion

According to the research finding, the following suggestion are recommended for future researchers who want to analyze about this term, it would be better to read more and learn more about the language they deal with, know the style of language such as slang, especially metaphor, and figurative language.

The second find oud to get know about the live of the poet, if you know well about the poem the researcher will be easy to analyze the poem.